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Figure 1. Our ConsistDreamer lifts 2D diffusion with 3D awareness and consistency, achieving high-fidelity instruction-guided scene
editing with superior sharpness and detailed textures. Left: The three synergistic components within ConsistDreamer that enable 3D
consistency. Right: State-of-the-art performance of ConsistDreamer across various editing tasks and scenes, especially when prior work
(e.g., IN2N [8]) fails and in challenging large-scale indoor scenes from ScanNet++ [43]. More results are on our project page.

Abstract

This paper proposes ConsistDreamer – a novel frame-
work that lifts 2D diffusion models with 3D awareness
and 3D consistency, thus enabling high-fidelity instruction-
guided scene editing. To overcome the fundamental limi-
tation of missing 3D consistency in 2D diffusion models,
our key insight is to introduce three synergistic strategies
that augment the input of the 2D diffusion model to be-
come 3D-aware and to explicitly enforce 3D consistency
during the training process. Specifically, we design sur-
rounding views as context-rich input for the 2D diffusion
model, and generate 3D-consistent structured noise instead
of image-independent noise. Moreover, we introduce self-
supervised consistency-enforcing training within the per-
scene editing procedure. Extensive evaluation shows that
our ConsistDreamer achieves state-of-the-art performance
for instruction-guided scene editing across various scenes
and editing instructions, particularly in complicated large-
scale indoor scenes from ScanNet++, with significantly im-
proved sharpness and fine-grained textures. Notably, Con-
sistDreamer stands as the first work capable of success-
fully editing complex (e.g., plaid/checkered) patterns. Our
project page is at immortalco.github.io/ConsistDreamer.

†Work started during an internship at Meta Reality Labs Zurich.

1. Introduction

With the emergence of instruction-guided 2D generative
models as in [2], it has never been easier to generate or
edit images. Extending this success to 3D, i.e., instruction-
guided 3D scene editing, becomes highly desirable for
artists, designers, and the movie and game industries. Nev-
ertheless, editing 3D scenes or objects is inherently chal-
lenging. The absence of large-scale, general 3D datasets
makes it difficult to create a counterpart generative model
similar to [2] that can support arbitrary 3D scenes. There-
fore, state-of-the-art solutions [8, 25] circumvent this chal-
lenge by resorting to generalizable 2D diffusion models.
This approach, known as 2D diffusion distillation, renders
the scene into multi-view images, applies an instruction-
conditioned diffusion model in 2D, and then distills the edit-
ing signal back to 3D, such as through a neural radiance
field (NeRF) [6, 8, 15].

However, a fundamental limitation of this solution is the
lack of 3D consistency: a 2D diffusion model, acting in-
dependently across views, is likely to produce inconsistent
edits, both in color and shape. For example, a person in
one view might be edited to be wearing a red shirt, while
appearing in a green shirt in another view. Using these im-
ages to train a NeRF can still produce reasonable edits, but
the model will naturally converge towards an “averaged”
representation of the inconsistent 2D supervision, and lose
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most of its details and sharpness. A commonly observed
failure mode is that of regular (e.g., checkered) patterns,
which completely disappear once distilled to 3D due to mis-
alignments across views. Generating consistent multi-view
images thus becomes crucial for achieving high-fidelity 3D
scene editing.

While largely overlooked in prior work, our investiga-
tion reveals that the source of inconsistency is multi-faceted,
and primarily originates from the input. (1) As the 2D dif-
fusion model can only observe a single view at a time, it
lacks sufficient context to understand the entire scene and
apply consistent editing. (2) The editing process for each
image starts from independently generated Gaussian noise,
which brings challenges to consistent image generation. In-
tuitively, it is difficult to generate consistent multi-view im-
ages by denoising inconsistent noise, and even for a single
view, it may not always yield the same edited result. (3) The
input to the 2D diffusion model contains no 3D information,
making it much harder for the model to reason about 3D
geometry and to share information across different views of
the scene, even when made available to it.

Motivated by these observations, we propose Consist-
Dreamer – a novel framework to achieve 3D consistency in
2D diffusion distillation. ConsistDreamer introduces three
synergistic strategies that augment the input of the 2D dif-
fusion model to be 3D-aware and enforce 3D consistency in
a self-supervised manner during the training process.

To address the limited context issue within a single view,
our framework involves incorporating context from other
views. We capitalize on the observation that 2D diffusion
models inherently support “composed images,” where mul-
tiple sub-images are tiled to form a larger image. Given
the capability of the self-attention modules in the UNet of
the 2D diffusion model to establish connections between
the same objects across different sub-images, each image
can be edited with the context derived from other images.
Therefore, we leverage the composed images to construct
a surrounding view (Fig. 1), where one large, central main
view is surrounded by several small reference views. This
approach allows us to edit the main view with the context
from reference views, and vice versa. Doing so not only en-
riches the context of the scene in the input, but also enables
the simultaneous editing of multiple views.

Regarding the noise, we introduce 3D-consistent struc-
tured noise (Fig. 1), with the key insight of generating con-
sistent noise for each view once at the beginning. Specifi-
cally, we generate and fix Gaussian noise on the surface of
the scene objects, and then render each view to obtain the
2D noise used for the image at that view in all subsequent
diffusion generations. This approach aligns with existing
3D diffusion work [22] which also generates noise in 3D at
the beginning of a generation. Ensuring that the denoising
procedure starts with consistent noise substantially facili-

tates the process of achieving consistent images by the end.

The combination of surrounding views and structured
noise provides the 2D diffusion model with 3D consistent
input, yet it is insufficient. An explicit enforcement of 3D
consistency is also required during the learning process. To
this end, we propose self-supervised consistency-enforcing
training within the per-scene editing procedure (Fig. 1). We
augment the 2D diffusion model by a ControlNet [47] that
introduces 3D positional embedding to make it 3D-aware.
Inspired by [37, 42], we perform warping and averaging for
all sub-views in the edited surrounding view image. This
process yields a surrounding view of 3D consistent sub-
views used as the self-supervision target. To further achieve
“cross-batch consistency” – consistency between different
batches in different generations – we perform multiple gen-
erations in parallel, and construct consistent target images
from all sub-views in all generated surrounding view im-
ages, so as to supervise all generations collectively. Af-
ter consistency-enforcing training, the 2D diffusion model
is able to generate consistent multi-view images. Conse-
quently, a trained NeRF will not have to smooth out incon-
sistencies, but ultimately converge to sharp results preserv-
ing fine-grained details.

Empowered by such a 3D-consistent 2D diffusion
model, our ConsistDreamer achieves high-fidelity and di-
verse instruction-guided 3D scene editing without any mesh
exportation and refinements or a better scene representation
like Gaussian Splatting [14], as shown in Fig. 1. Com-
pared with previous work, the editing results of Consist-
Dreamer exhibit significantly improved sharpness and de-
tail, while preserving the diversity in the original 2D diffu-
sion model’s [2] editing results. Notably, ConsistDreamer
stands as the first work capable of successfully editing com-
plex (e.g., checkered) patterns. Moreover, ConsistDreamer
demonstrates superior performance in complicated, high-
resolution ScanNet++ [43] scenes – an accomplishment
where state-of-the-art methods faced challenges in achiev-
ing satisfactory edits.

Our contributions are three-fold. (1) We introduce
ConsistDreamer, a simple yet effective framework that en-
ables 3D-consistent instruction-guided scene editing based
on distillation from 2D diffusion models. (2) We propose
three novel, synergistic components – structured noise, sur-
rounding views, and consistency-enforcing training – that
lift 2D diffusion models to generate 3D-consistent images
across all generated batches. Notably, our work is the first
that explores cross-batch consistency and denoising consis-
tency in 2D diffusion distillation and attains these through
manipulating noise. (3) We evaluate a range of scenes and
editing instructions, achieving state-of-the-art performance
in both, scenes considered by previous work and more com-
plicated, large-scale indoor scenes from ScanNet++.
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2. Related Work
NeRF-Based Scene Editing. Neural radiance field
(NeRF) [21] and its variants [1, 3, 7, 19, 33, 35, 38, 44]
are widely-used approaches to representing scenes. NeRF
leverages neural networks or other learnable architectures to
learn to reconstruct the 3D geometry of a scene only from
multi-view images and their camera parameters, and sup-
port novel view synthesis. With the development of NeRF,
editing a NeRF-represented scene is also deeply studied,
covering different types of editing objectives and editing
operation indicators, a.k.a., “user interfaces.” Some meth-
ods [16, 20, 41] support editing the position, color, and/or
shape of a specific object indicated by users through a
pixel, a text description, or a segment, etc. Another line
of work [4, 24, 39, 46] studies human-guided shape edit-
ing, which allows users to indicate a shape editing oper-
ation with a cage or point cloud provided by the model.
The task we investigate is instruction-guided scene editing,
which allows users to indicate the editing operation through
instructions in natural language. The first work in this di-
rection is NeRF-Art [34], which mainly focuses on style
transfer instructions, and uses pre-trained CLIP [26] as the
stylization loss for the instruction-indicated style. More re-
cent work [8, 13, 15, 45, 49] leverages diffusion models [10]
instead of CLIP to benefit from powerful diffusion models
and support more general instructions.
Distillation-Based 3D Scene Generation. Lacking 3D
datasets to train powerful 3D diffusion models, current so-
lutions distill the generation signal from a 2D diffusion
model to exploit its ability in 3D generation. DreamFu-
sion [25] is the first work in this direction, which proposes
score distillation sampling (SDS) to distill the gradient up-
date direction (“score”) from 2D diffusion models, and
supports instruction-guided scene generation by distilling a
pre-trained diffusion model [28]. HiFA [48] proposes an an-
nealing technique and rephrases the distillation formula to
improve the generation result. Magic3D [18] improves the
generation results by introducing a coarse-to-fine strategy
and a mesh exportation and refinement method. Prolific-
Dreamer [36] further improves the generation results by in-
troducing an improved version of SDS, namely variational
score distillation (VSD), to augment and fine-tune a pre-
trained diffusion model and use it for generation.
Diffusion Distillation-Based 3D Scene Editing. Similar
to [28] for instruction-guided generation tasks, another dif-
fusion model [2] was proposed for instruction-guided im-
age editing, by generating the edited image conditioned on
both the original image and the instruction, which is there-
fore compatible with SDS [25]. Instruction 3D-to-3D [13]
uses SDS with [2] to support instruction-guided style trans-
fer on 3D scenes. Instruct-NeRF2NeRF (IN2N) [8] adopts
another way to operate the 2D diffusion model, similar to
the rephrased version of SDS in HiFA [48], which itera-

tively generates edited images to update the NeRF dataset
for NeRF fitting, and supports more general editing instruc-
tions such as object-specific editing. ViCA-NeRF [6] pro-
poses a different pipeline to first edit key views and then
blend key views and apply refinement. Edit-DiffNeRF [45]
augments the diffusion model and fine-tunes it with a CLIP
loss to improve the success rate of editing. DreamEdi-
tor [49] utilizes a fine-tuned variant of [29] instead of [2]
and focuses on object-specific editing.
Consistency in Distillation-Based Pipelines. When dis-
tilling from 2D diffusion to perform 3D generation or edit-
ing, 3D awareness and 3D consistency of the generated
images are crucial, as 3D-inconsistent multi-view images
are not a valid descriptor of a scene. However, achiev-
ing 3D consistency in 2D diffusion is challenging. Early
work [8, 13, 18, 25, 48] does not alter the diffusion model
and relies on consistency derived from NeRF, by directly
training NeRF with the inconsistent multi-view images. The
NeRF will then converge to an averaged or smoothed ver-
sion of the scene, according to its model capability, which
results in blurred results with few textures and even fails
to generate regular patterns like a plaid or checkered pat-
tern. Follow-up work begins to improve the consistency of
the diffusion and/or the pipeline. ViCA-NeRF [6] achieves
consistency by proposing a different pipeline based on key
views. ProlificDreamer [36] makes the diffusion 3D-aware
by inputting the camera parameter to the diffusion model
and applying per-scene fine-tuning. CSD [15], IVID [37],
and ConsistNet [42] propose a joint distillation procedure
for multiple views, aiming to generate or edit multiple im-
ages in one batch consistently, through either attention,
depth-based warping, or Kullback–Leibler divergence.

However, these methods all share two major constraints:
(1) the noise used for generation is not controlled, therefore
a single view may lead to different and inconsistent gener-
ation results with different noises; (2) these methods only
study and enforce the consistency between images within
a single batch. Nevertheless, the full generation or editing
procedure for the scene is across multiple batches, and there
might be inconsistencies in different batches. Our Con-
sistDreamer resolves these limitations by proposing novel
structured noise and consistency-enforcing training.

3. ConsistDreamer: Methodology
Our ConsistDreamer is a novel IN2N-like [8] framework
applied upon a diffusion-based 2D image editing model [2].
As illustrated in Fig. 2, our pipeline maintains a buffer of
edited views for the NeRF to fit, and uses [2] to generate
new edited images for random views according to the in-
struction, the original appearance, and the current NeRF
rendering results. Noticing that the NeRF fitting proce-
dure and diffusion generation procedure are relatively inde-
pendent, we equivalently execute them in parallel. Within
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Figure 2. ConsistDreamer framework is an IN2N-like [8] pipeline containing two major procedures. (a) In the NeRF fitting procedure,
we continuously train NeRF with a buffer of edited views. (b) In diffusion generation and training, we add our 3D-consistent structured
noise to rendered multi-view images, and compose surrounding views with them, as input to the augmented 3D-aware 2D diffusion [2].
We then add the edited images to the buffer for (a), and apply self-supervised consistency-enforcing training using the consistency-warped
images. Note: images of structured noise are only for illustration – they are actually visually indistinguishable from Gaussian noise images.

this framework, we propose (1) structured noise to enable
a 3D-consistent denoising step, starting from 3D-consistent
noise at the beginning and ending with 3D-consistent im-
ages; (2) surrounding views to construct context-rich com-
posed images as input to the 2D diffusion instead of a single
view; and (3) a self-supervised consistency-enforcing train-
ing method via consistent warping in surrounding views, to
achieve cross-view and cross-batch consistency.

3.1. Structured Noise

2D diffusion models generate a new image from a noisy
image, which is either pure Gaussian noise or a mixture
of noise and the original image. Prior works like Dream-
Fusion [25] and IN2N typically sample different Gaussian
noise in each iteration. However, varying noise leads to
highly different generation results (as shown in the supple-
mentary material). In other words, previous methods cannot
even produce consistent (i.e., identical) images for the same
view in different generations, fundamentally limiting their
ability to generate consistent results.

This observation motivates us to control and manipulate
the noise, by introducing 3D-consistent structured noise.
Intuitively, while it is difficult to generate, denoise, or re-
store 3D-consistent images from inconsistent random noise,
the task becomes more manageable when generating consis-
tent images from noise that is itself consistent. Therefore,
instead of using independently generated noise in each it-
eration, we generate noise on the surface of the scene only
once during initialization, and render the noise at each view
to obtain the noise used in generating the image for that
view. Our strategy aligns with 3D diffusion models like
DiffRF [22], which directly generate noise in 3D space. The
difference lies in the denoising step: while such work di-
rectly denoises in 3D, we distill the “3D denoising process”

from pre-trained 2D diffusion models.
As a latent diffusion model, [2] actually requires noise in

latent space, which is (H/8,W/8, 4) instead of the image
shape (H,W, 3). Each element in this noise latent should be
independently generated from N(0, 1). Constructing such
3D-consistent structured noise remains non-trivial: we need
to place noise in 3D, project noise into 2D pixels at multiple
scales, and ensure correspondence between different views.
Additionally, the distribution of each image’s noise should
be Gaussian, as noise in an incorrect or dependent distribu-
tion may lead to abnormal generation results (as shown in
the supplementary material).

To overcome these challenges, we construct a dense
point cloud of the scene by unprojecting all the pixels in
all the views to points, with the depth predicted by NeRF.
For each point p, we randomly sample a weighted noise
c(p) = (x,w), where x ∼ N(0, 1) is an independently
generated Gaussian noise, and w ∼ U(0, 1) is its weight.
To generate the noise at one view, we identify the sub-
point cloud that is front-most in this view, and project it
onto the plane. For multiple points projected to the same
pixel, we aggregate them by selecting the weighted noise
(x,w) with the maximum w, and form a noise image I of
shape (H,W ) consisting of values in x. As each x is inde-
pendently generated and selected (according to w), we have
I ∼ N(0, 1)H×W , i.e., making I valid 2D Gaussian noise.

Given that each pixel in the latent space is only roughly
related to its corresponding 8 × 8 region in the image,
we can generate noise in the latent space by operating at
the downsampled resolution of (H/8) × (W/8). We thus
generate different weighted noise {ci(p)} for each of the
four channels of the latent space, and stack the individu-
ally rendered noise Ii to construct a Gaussian noise image
of (H/8,W/8, 4), which is then used as the noise by the
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diffusion model.
The structured noise serves as the foundation for 3D-

consistent generation. In Sec. 3.3, we introduce a training
method to ensure a consistent denoising procedure from the
beginning to the end, so that the denoised images of differ-
ent views at every denoising step is also 3D consistent.

3.2. Surrounding Views

Using the original view as input is a standard practice, when
employing 2D diffusion models. This method works well in
simple 360◦ or forward-facing scenes used by IN2N [8], as
a single view covers most objects in the scene. However, in
more complicated scenes like the cluttered rooms in Scan-
Net++ [43], a view may only contain a corner or a bare wall
in the room. This hinders the diffusion model to generate
plausible results, due to the limited context in a single view.

Intriguingly, our investigation reveals that [2] performs
well on composed images, generating an image composed
of style-consistent edited sub-images with the same struc-
ture (as shown in the supplementary). This observation in-
spires us to exploit a novel input format for diffusion models
– surrounding views with a composition of one main view
and many reference views, so that all views collectively pro-
vide contextual information. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the key
principles in the design of a surrounding view are: (1) the
main view that we focus on in this generation should oc-
cupy a large proportion; and (2) it should include as many
reference views as possible at a reasonable size to provide
context. In practice, we construct a surrounding view w.r.t.
a specific main view, by surrounding a large image of this
view with 4(k − 1) small reference images of other views,
leaving a margin of arbitrary color. This ensures that the
main image is roughly (k − 2) times larger than the small
images. Here k is a hyperparameter. The reference images
are randomly selected from all the views or nearby views
from the main view, providing both a global picture of the
scene and much overlapped content to benefit training.

We use such surrounding views as input images to
[2], by constructing the surrounding views of the current
NeRF’s rendering results, structured noise, and original
views. Though not directly trained with this image for-
mat, [2] still supports generating edited images in the same
format, with each image corresponding to the edited result
of the image in the same position. The attention modules
in its UNet implicitly connect the same regions in differ-
ent views, enabling the small views to provide extra context
to the main view. This results in consistently edited styles
among all the sub-images in the surrounding view image.

The surrounding views not only provide a context-rich
input format for 2D diffusion models, but also allow it to
generate edited results for (4k−3) views in one batch, ben-
efiting our consistency-enforcing training in Sec. 3.3.

3.3. Consistency-Enforcing Training

We design consistent per-scene training based on structured
noise and surrounding views, enforcing 2D diffusion to gen-
erate 3D consistent images through a consistent denoising
procedure.
Multi-GPU Parallelization Paradigm. Our pipeline in-
volves training both NeRF and 2D diffusion. Observing
that training and inferring a diffusion model is consider-
ably more time-consuming than training the NeRF, while
there are very few dependencies between them, we propose
a multi-GPU parallelization paradigm. With (n+1) GPUs,
we dedicate GPU0 to continuously and asynchronously
train a NeRF on the buffer of edited images. The remain-
ing n GPUs are utilized to train the diffusion model and
generate new edited images added to the buffer for NeRF
training. At each diffusion training iteration, we allocate
a view to each of the n GPUs and train diffusion on them
synchronously. This parallelization eliminates the need to
explicitly trade off between NeRF and diffusion training,
leading to a 10× speed-up in training. With multiple dif-
fusion generations running synchronously, we can also en-
force cross-generation consistency.
Augmenting 2D Diffusion with 3D-Informing Control-
Net. Intuitively, a 3D-consistent model needs to be 3D-
aware; otherwise, it lacks the necessary information and
may solely adapt to the input structured noise, potentially
leading to overfitting. Therefore, we incorporate an addi-
tional ControlNet [47] adaptor into our 2D diffusion, which
injects 3D information as a new condition. The 3D infor-
mation is obtained by using NeRF to infer the depth and
3D point for each pixel in the view. We then query its fea-
ture in a learnable 3D embedding (implemented as a hash
table in [23]) to acquire a pixel-wise 3D-aware feature im-
age, which serves as the condition for ControlNet. These
components make the augmented diffusion to be aware of,
learn from, and generate results based on 3D information.
Additionally, we apply LoRA [11] to further enhance the
capability of diffusion.
Self-Supervised Consistency Loss. Lacking ground
truth for consistently edited images, we introduce a self-
supervised method to enforce 3D consistency. For a set of
generated multi-view images, we construct a corresponding
reference set of 3D consistent multi-view images to serve
as a self-supervision target. Inspired by [37, 42], we em-
ploy depth-based warping with NeRF-rendered depth to es-
tablish pixel correspondence across views. We design a
weighted averaging process to aggregate these pixels to the
final image, ensuring multi-view consistency (detail in sup-
plementary).

Specifically, we edit n surrounding views synchronously
on n GPUs, with each surrounding view containing (4k−3)
views, resulting in a total of V = (4k−3)n views. For each
view v, we warp the edited results of the remaining V − 1
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Figure 3. Comparison in the Fangzhou scene shows that our ConsistDreamer produces significantly sharper editing results with more
fine-grained textures and higher consistency with the instruction, e.g., Lord Voldemort with no hair on which all baselines fail. The
instructions are the bottom texts, except for NArt [34], which uses the underlined texts. The images of baselines are taken from their paper.

views to it, and compute their weighted average to obtain
the reference view v′. We then re-aggregate reference views
{v′} back into surrounding views in the original structure
for each GPU. These re-assembled surrounding views are
then used as the target images to supervise 2D diffusion.

To guide 2D diffusion in preserving the original style
and avoiding smoothing out, we define our consistency loss
as the sum of the VGG-based perceptual and stylization
loss [12], instead of a pixel-wise loss, between diffusion’s
output and the target image. In addition to this primary loss,
we propose several regularization losses to prevent mode
collapse and promote 3D awareness (detail in supplemen-
tary). With the consistency loss, ConsistDreamer effec-
tively enforces not only cross-view consistency among all
views in each surrounding view, but also cross-generation or
cross-batch consistency for views edited by different GPUs.
Consistent Denoising Procedure. With our structured
noise, the denoising in 2D diffusion initiates with consis-
tent noise. This leads to a further goal to make the entire
denoising procedure 3D consistent and thus end with con-
sistent images. We achieve this by enforcing all the views in
the intermediate denoising images to be also 3D consistent
at each denoising step. Therefore, unlike the conventional
diffusion training with single-step denoising, our training
involves a full multi-step denoising procedure with passing
through gradients. As it is impossible to fit the entire com-
putational graph into the GPU memory, we use checkpoint-
ing [27, 40] to trade space with time. Doing so enables con-
structing the reference set of images with warping for each
intermediate denoising step, which is then used to super-
vise the intermediate denoising image. This provides more
direct signals of 3D consistency in the training of diffusion,

facilitating the generation of 3D consistent results.
Shape Editing. Some instructions, e.g., Make him smile,
change the shape or geometry of the scene during editing,
while our structured noise and consistency-enforcing train-
ing rely on the geometry. To be compatible with shape
editing, we design a coarse-to-fine strategy: we first edit
the scene using ConsistDreamer with only the surround-
ing view and disabling the other two components, i.e., us-
ing image-independent noise and the original implementa-
tion of [2]. This allows the scene to converge to a coarse
edited shape according to the instruction. We then activate
structured noise and consistency-enforcing training to re-
fine the editing. We periodically adjust the structured noise
with changes in geometry, while preserving the noise val-
ues. With this strategy, ConsistDreamer also achieves high-
fidelity shape editing.

4. Experiments

Editing Tasks. In our setting, each editing task is a pair of
(scene,instruction), indicating which instruction-
guided editing operation should be applied on which scene.
The output of the task is another scene, being the edited
scene under the instruction. The scenes we use for evalua-
tion contain two parts: (1) IN2N. Scenes used by IN2N [21],
including scenes of human faces or bodies, outdoor scenes,
and statues; and (2) SN++. Scenes in ScanNet++ [43],
which are complicated indoor scenes with free-formed
structures and camera trajectories. We also use two types
of editing instructions: (1) style transfer which transfers the
style of the scene into the described style, and (2) object-
specific editing which edits a specific object of the scene.
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We use these tasks to compare our approach with baselines,
and conduct ablation study on representative tasks.
NeRF Backbone and Diffusion Model. For a fair com-
parison with previous works [6, 8], we use the Nerfacto
model in NeRFStudio [32] as our NeRF backbone, and the
pre-trained diffusion model [2] from Hugging Face as our
initial checkpoint. The NeRF representation for the scene is
trained with NeRFStudio in advance, and then used in our
pipeline.
ConsistDreamer Variants. We investigate the following
variants for our ablation study (where −SN, −SV, and −T
denote removing structured noise, surrounding views, and
consistency-enforcing training, respectively): (1) Full Con-
sistDreamer. (2) No structured noise (−SN): use inde-
pendently generated noise for each view instead of struc-
tured noise, but still use surrounding views and perform
consistency-enforcing training. (3) No training (−T): use
surrounding views and structured noise, but do not aug-
ment and train [2] and keep using the original checkpoint.
(4) Only surrounding views (−SN −T): only use surround-
ing views, and do not use structured noise or train [2].
(5) “IN2N” (−SN −SV −T): ours with all the proposed
components removed, which can be regarded as an alterna-
tive version of IN2N. Note that consistency-enforcing train-
ing requires surrounding views to produce sufficient edited
views in one generation; we cannot remove surrounding
views but still apply consistency-enforcing training on [2].
Baselines. We mainly compare our method with two
baselines: Instruct-NeRF2NeRF (IN2N) [8] and ViCA-
NeRF (ViCA) [6], as they are most closely related to our
task. We also compare with NeRF-Art (NArt) [34] as an
early work. Other methods, however, lack publicly avail-
able or working code and/or only use a few scenes sup-
ported by NerfStudio. Therefore, we could only compare
with CSD [15], DreamEditor [49], GE [5], EN2N [31],
and PDS [17] under a few tasks in supplementary, and
are unable to compare with Edit-DiffNeRF [45] and In-
struct 3D-to-3D [13]. Note that ConsistDreamer solves
instruction-guided scene editing instead of scene genera-
tion, so we do not compare with models for the generation
task [25, 37, 42, 48].
Evaluation Metrics. Observing that our ConsistDreamer
generates significantly sharper editing results, consistent
with previous work [6, 8], we compare ConsistDreamer
with baselines mainly through qualitative evaluation. For
the ablation study, the appearance of the scenes edited by
our different variants may be visually similar and unable
to be fairly compared using qualitative results. Therefore,
we propose distillation fidelity score (DFS) to evaluate how
faithful the editing is distilled and applied on NeRF com-
pared with the diffusion’s output [2], rooted in the basic
setting that we distill from [2] to edit 3D scenes. In this
situation, our editing ability is bounded by [2]’s. Consistent

Variant Components A B C D
Full All 27.4±0.4 159.8±2.1 62.7±1.9 132.8±1.2

No Str. Noise −SN 35.0±0.5 234.8±2.4 83.1±2.2 217.8±2.0

No Training −T 34.6±1.1 221.8±2.0 80.4±2.0 201.8±1.9

Only Sur. Views −SN −T 34.0±0.3 262.0±2.7 83.9±2.2 214.4±2.0

“IN2N” −SN −SV −T 91.0±1.2 255.8±2.0 90.9±1.5 222.4±2.0

Table 1. Ablation study on the distillation fidelity score (↓) quan-
titatively validates the effectiveness and complementarity of each
of our components. Our full ConsistDreamer significantly outper-
forms all variants across various scenes and types of instructions.

with the training objective of DreamFusion [25], we aim to
minimize the distance between two distributions: the distri-
bution of a rendered image at a random view from the edited
NeRF, and the distribution of the diffusion editing result of
an image at a random view in the original scene. Following
this, we define the fidelity metric as the Fréchet inception
distance (FID) [9, 30] between two sets – the set of images
rendered by the edited NeRF at all training views, and the
set of edited images generated by the original [2] for all
training views, corresponding to these two distributions. A
lower FID means a higher fidelity that the editing is applied
to the scene.
Qualitative Results. The qualitative comparison in the
Fangzhou scene from the IN2N dataset is shown in Fig. 3.
Distilling from the same diffusion model [2], IN2N [8],
ViCA [6], and our ConsistDreamer produce results in a sim-
ilar style. As especially shown in the “Vincent Van Gogh”
and “Edvard Munch” editing, our ConsistDreamer gener-
ates results containing fine-grained representative textures
of Van Gogh and Munch, while the baseline results are
blurred and only contain simple or coarse textures. This val-
idates that with our proposed components, ConsistDreamer
is able to generate consistent images from [2] with detailed
textures, and does not rely on consistency derived from
NeRF, which, unfortunately, smooths out the results. No-
tably, in the “Lord Voldemort” case, our ConsistDreamer is
the only one that successfully edits the image to resemble
the well-known, distinctive appearance of Lord Voldemort,
featuring no hair and a peculiar nose. Among all the editing
tasks, our ConsistDreamer consistently produces editing re-
sults with the most detailed ears and hair/head, and does not
contain unnatural color blocks.

Additional qualitative results are shown in Fig. 4, and
more results and the comparison with baselines on these
tasks are provided in the supplementary and on our project
page. Overall, our ConsistDreamer generates sharp, bright
editing results in all tasks across various scenes, including
human, indoor, and outdoor scenes. (1) In the Face scene,
our ConsistDreamer successfully applies the plaid (check-
ered) jacket editing, a common failure case in most previous
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Figure 4. ConsistDreamer consistently generates high-quality and high-fidelity editing results, featuring detailed, fine-grained textures
across various scenes and instructions. Notably, ConsistDreamer also maintains the high diversity from [2], as exemplified by the highly
diversified results (a)(b). Additional results and comparisons are provided in the supplementary and on our project page.

methods, including IN2N. Also, our ConsistDreamer is able
to assign fine-grained marble texture in the marble statue
editing, a clear mustache in Mustache editing, and clear
wrinkle and hair in Einstein editing, while IN2N produces
blurred and over-smooth results with poor details. Notably,
our ConsistDreamer minimizes the side effects of the edit-
ing, while IN2N unexpectedly and significantly changes the
skin color in the Mustache editing and the wall color in the
Einstein editing. (2) The Tolkien Elf and Fauvism editing
tasks in the Fangzhou scene show that our ConsistDreamer
could preserve most diversity from the original [2], due
to the use of structured noise sampled for the whole edit-
ing. With the structured noise, we can focus on the con-
sistency of generation for the given noise, without suffer-
ing from averaging results generated from different noises,
which may lose diversity by converging to an average style
for all noises. (3) Our ConsistDreamer works well in out-
door scenes, as all the details on the floor, mountain, plants,
and camps are preserved in the edited results. (4) In compli-
cated indoor scenes from the ScanNet++ dataset, our Con-
sistDreamer generates editing results that are easy to rec-
ognize as the given style, with fine-grained textures (Van
Gogh), regular patterns (Picasso), or special lighting condi-
tions (Bastion and Transistor). All these results validate that
our ConsistDreamer generates high-quality editing results.

Ablation Study. As shown in Table 1, we conduct the ab-
lation study on four representative tasks (A)-(D), covering
instructions of object-specific editing, artistic style trans-
fer, and other style transfer, and scenes of human, indoor,
and outdoor scenes. The results show that our full Con-

sistDreamer outperforms all the variants with significant
gains in all tasks under DFS, which mainly comes from
our consistent denoising procedure in Sec. 3.3 that requires
all three major components to achieve. Training towards a
consistent denoising procedure produces considerable extra
supervision signals to the augmented [2], making it con-
verge better towards consistent generation results. We can
also observe that the consistency-enforcing training and the
use of surrounding views improve the fidelity in most of
the tasks, especially in the complicated large-scale indoor
scenes (C)(D), showing that these components indeed im-
prove the consistency in generation.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes ConsistDreamer, an instruction-guided
scene editing framework that generates 3D consistently
edited images from 2D diffusion models. Empirical evalua-
tion shows that ConsistDreamer produces editing results of
significantly higher quality, exhibiting sharper, brighter ap-
pearance with fine-grained textures, across various scenes
including forward-facing human scenes, outdoor scenes,
and even large-scale indoor scenes in ScanNet++, where it
succeeds in common failure cases of previous methods. We
hope that our work can serve as a source of inspiration for
distillation-based 3D/4D editing and generation tasks.
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